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The Ohio State Engineer

Age of Water Power Development Near
Those who look into the future with prophetic eyes

predict that an age of water power is dawning. They
point wisely towards the great water power develop-
ments already completed or in course of construction
all over the world, from the rivers of Maine to the
canyons of California, from Alaska to Argentine and
from the Kashmir Valley in India to the outlet o.f
Victoria Nyanza in Africa. And they back up their
arguments with the statement that coal will be ex-

hausted early in the next century and that mineral oil
and natural gas will vanish with the coal.

Amid all this prognosticating and arguing arises a
host of questions about this water power which is to
keep us from freezing in the next century, to turn the
wheels of our industries, to prepare the food and to
run our vehicles.

Every stream of running water, from the trout
(Continued on page 23)
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AGE OF WATER POWER DEVELOPMENT
NEAR

(Continued from page 14)

brook sporting through the farm meadows to the
largest rivers, is capable of producing more or less
power. A hundred years ago, when steam power was
still in its infancy, water power was quite extensively
developed in this country but the steam engine, with
cheap wood and coal fuel, quickly reached the prac-
tical stage and the old ' ' over-shot'' and ' ' under-shot''
water wheels were abandoned. Up to a few years
ago it was not practical to develop most water power
because this power had to be utilized on the spot and
very naturally the very best water falls were located
in the wilderness, scores of miles away from the sea-
ports, the railroads and the cities which needed it.
But the development of the electric transformer
changed all this and made it possible to transmit this
energy for hundreds of miles without serious loss.

The power of water is greater than any one with-
out experience can imagine. For many of us have,
when in swimming, struck the water a sharp blow
with the flat of the hand, or, when learning to dive,
struck the water flate instead of head first only to
learn that the liquid offered considerable resistance.

A stream from a fireman's hose will knock a man
down. The jet from a nozzle in placer mining in the
west eats away a large piece of land in a day
and toys with great boulders as if they were pebbles.

Water power represents heat energy. The water is
drawn up into the clouds by the heat of the sun and
deposited on the distant mountains in the form of
rain. This water spends this acquired energy in rac-
ing downhill, back to the sea. Water wheels are but
devices to catch and utilize this energy which ordi-
narily is wasted on the unmoving rocks and stones.
Water acts as a moving power either by its weight,
which is over sixty-two pounds to the cube foot, or by
its pressure or impact. The power of a fall of water
is equal to the weight of its volume and the vertical
height of its fall. To compute the power of falling
water it is necessary to multiply the volume of flow-
ing water in cube feet per minute by its weight, 62.5
pounds, and this product by the vertical height of the
fall in feet. Thus a stream of water when flowing
over a weir five feet in width by one foot in depth
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and having a fall of twenty feet develops 37.91 horse other large electrical concerns maintain a large staff
power. of engineers whose duties are to examine prospective

So important is the development of water power in water power developments for enterprising men who
this country that the General Electric Company and plan to harness the rivers and streams.
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